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What we have so far
1 Down the Rabbit-Hole
Alice was beginning to get very tired of sitting by her sister on the bank,
and of having nothing to do: once or twice she had peeped into the book her
sister was reading, but it had no pictures or conversations in it, â and what is��
the use of a book,' thought Alice â without pictures or conversation?��
So she was considering in her own mind (as well as she could, for the hot
day made her feel very sleepy and stupid), whether the pleasure of making a
daisy-chain would be worth the trouble of getting up and picking the daisies,
when suddenly a White Rabbit with pink eyes ran close by her.
There was nothing so VERY remarkable in that; nor did Alice think it so
VERY much out of the way to hear the Rabbit say to itself, â Oh dear! Oh��
dear! I shall be latel' (when she thought it over afterwards, it occurred to
her that she ought to have wondered at this, but at the time it all seemed
quite natural); but when the Rabbit actually TOOK A WATCH OUT OF
ITS WAISTOOAT- POCKET, and looked at it, and then hurried on, Alice
started to her feet, for it flashed across her mind that she had never before
seen a rabbit with either a waistcoat-pocket, or a watch to take out of it, and
burning with curiosity, she ran across the field after it, and fortunately was
just in time to see it pop down a large rabbit-hole under the hedge.
In another moment down went Alice after it, never once considering how
in the world she was to get out again.
The rabbit-hole went straight on like a tunnel for some way, and then
dipped suddenly down, so suddenly that Alice had not a moment to think
about stopping herself before she found herself falling down a very deep well.
Either the well was very deep, or she fell very slowly, for she had plenty
of time as she went down to look about her and to wonder what was going
to happen next. First, she tried to look down and make out what she was
coming to, but it was too dark to see anything; then she looked at the sides
of the well, and noticed that they were filled with cupboards and book-
shelves; here and there she saw maps and pictures hung upon pegs. She took
down a jar from one of the shelves as she passed; it was labelled â ORANGE��
MARMALADE', but to her great disappointment it was empty: she did not
like to drop the jar for fear of killing somebody, so managed to put it into
one of the cupboards as she fell past it.
â Well!' thought Alice to herself, â after such a fall as this, I shall think� �� �
nothing of tumbling down stairs! How brave they'll all think me at home!
Why, I wouldn't say anything about it, even if I fell off the top of the housel'
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ABSTRACT
Detecting tables in document images is important since not
only do tables contain important information, but also most
of the layout analysis methods fail in the presence of tables
in the document image. Existing approaches for table de-
tection mainly focus on detecting tables in single columns
of text and do not work reliably on documents with varying
layouts. This paper presents a practical algorithm for table
detection that works with a high accuracy on documents
with varying layouts (company reports, newspaper articles,
magazine pages, . . .   An open source implementation of the
algorithm is provided as part of the Tesseract OCR engine.
Evaluation of the algorithm on document images from pub-
licly available UNLV dataset shows competitive performance
in comparison to the table detection module of a commercial
OCR system.
Categories and Subject Descriptors
1.7.5 [Document and Text Processing]: Document Cap-
ture-Document Analysis
Keywords
page segmentation, table detection, document analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
Automatic conversion of paper documents into an editable
electronic representation relies on optical character recog-
nition (OCR) technology. A typical OCR system consists
of three major steps. First, layout analysis is performed
to locate text-lines in the document image and to identify
their reading order. Then, a character recognition engine
processes the text-line images and generates a text string
by recognizing individual characters in the text-line image.
Finally, a language modeling module makes corrections in
the text string using a dictionary or a language model.
The author gratefully acknowledges funding from Google
lnc. for supporting this work
>l<
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or pan of this work for
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are
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republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specilic
permission and/or a fee.
DAS â I0, June 9-II, 2010, Boston, MA, USA��
Copyright 2010 ACM 978-1-60558-773-8/10/06 ...$10.00
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Document Understanding

●Recognizing logical entities
● scientific paper (title, author, abstract, …)
● business letter (sender, receiver, date, subject, …)
● envelopes (street name, postal code, city name, …)
● books (chapter titles, sections, …)
● newspapers (headlines, story, …)
● tables (row header, column header, …)
● forms (form identifier, form fields, ...)



  

Document Categories
●Highly structured documents

● static form built on precisely defined page layout
● easily defined by geometric templates
● regions of interest (ROI) defined in the template

●Semi structured documents
● partially defined by geometric templates
● some regular geometric features to allow ROI identification

●Loosely structured documents
● cannot be described by geometric templates
● logical objects hidden in irregular layout



  

Highly Structured Documents

Antrag auf Kfz-Versicherung



  

Highly Structured Documents



  

Document Processing Workflow



  

Document Classification Steps

●Feature extraction
● layout features
● text features

●Page classification
● train a classifier on sample documents
● classify incoming pages using the trained classifier



  

Layout Features



  

Layout Characteristics



  

Generating Layout Template



  

Form Classification using Layout



  

Training Multiple Forms

●Take a set of “unfilled” forms to train the 
system
●Establish layout reference patterns

● independent from OCR (text) data
● independent of number of document (form) classes

●Classify unkown documents according to 
reference pattern



  

Text Features



  

Representing Text Features



  

Document Classification Steps

●Feature extraction
● layout features
● text features

●Page classification
● train a classifier on sample documents
● classify incoming pages using the trained classifier



  

Form Recognition

●Match the incoming form to its corresponding 
reference pattern

● align the two images
● translation variations
● skew variations
● scanning distortions

● find best matching blocks for each ROI



  

Semi Structured Documents

●A typical example is a scientific paper
● title
● author

● name
● affiliation
● address

● abstract
● keywords



  

Inter Class Variability



  

Intra Class Variability



  

Document Knowledge

●Two levels of document knowledge are 
typically employed for understanding semi 
structured documents

● Class Independent Domain Knowledge (CIDK)
● Class Knowledge (CK)



  

Class Independent Domain 
Knowledge

●Which logical labels we are interested in?
● title
● author name
● author affiliation
● keywords
● abstract



  

Class Knowledge



  

Page Matching

●Existing reference patterns are stored in a 
Case Base
●We need to define

● similarity / distance measure between two layouts
● assignment of labels from the prototype to the new document



  

Logical Labeling



  

Logical Labeling

Distance Measure Label Assignment



  

Distance Measures Between 
Layouts
●Area overlap
●Manhattan distance between corners
●Euclidean distance between corners
●Manhattan distance between centers
●Euclidean distance between centers
●.....

and combinations of these measures



  

Label Assignment
●Assignment Problem

● each block is matched at most once

●Minimum Weight Edge Cover
● each block is matched at least once

●Earth Mover's Distance
● each block is matched partially to at least one other block

●The Hungarian algorithm can be used to solve 
both assignment problem and minimum weight 
edge cover problem



  

The Hungarian Algorithm 
(simplified)



  

The Hungarian Algorithm 
(simplified)

●Row Reduction
● Subtract the smallest number in each row from every number in the row. Enter the results in a new table.

●Column Reduction
● Subtract the smallest number in each column of the new table from every number in the column. Enter 

the results in another table.

●Test whether an optimum assignment can be made. Otherwise, refer 
to:

http://canmedia.mcgrawhill.ca/college/olcsupport/stevenson/om3ce/IOM_applets/hungarianMethod/Hungarian.htm

http://canmedia.mcgrawhill.ca/college/olcsupport/stevenson/om3ce/IOM_applets/hungarianMethod/Hungarian.htm


  

Loosely Structured Documents

●Emails
●Handwritten notes
●…

●techniques based on text analysis (POS 
tagging), ontologies, ...
●out of the scope of this lecture



  

Summary

●What is document understanding
●Document categorization based on structural 
complexity
●Document Classification
●Form Analysis / Recognition
●Logical labeling of semi structured documents


